
Datasheet

HP Spectre Rechargeable Mouse 700
(Bordeaux Burgundy)
Recharge the way you work and play

This wireless, rechargeable mouse is packed with technology that helps you be more productive. Plus, its exquisite
design makes it the perfect match to your HP Spectre laptop.

Rechargeable powerRechargeable power
Stay productive with a battery that lasts up
to 11 weeks on a single charge.

Pair with 4 devicesPair with 4 devices
Ingenious easy-switch technology lets you
pair your mouse with up to 4 compatible
devices—easily switch between them.

Exceptional accuracy andExceptional accuracy and
responsivenessresponsiveness
With 1,200 dpi, the laser sensor provides
superb accuracy and precision—on almost
every surface.

 Actual battery life will vary with use and environmental conditions, and will naturally decrease with time and usage.
 Can pair up to 3 Bluetooth® and 1 USB device. Bluetooth® 4.0 or newer version required for compatibility on devices. Actual product may vary from image shown.
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FeaturingFeaturing

Ingenious 4-way scrollingIngenious 4-way scrolling
Lets you scroll not just up and down, but from side to side for more efficient scrolling and lightning-fast navigation.

Sophisticated design to match your Spectre laptopSophisticated design to match your Spectre laptop
Exquisitely crafted, this sleek, sophisticated mouse is the prefect match for your Spectre laptop.

Customizable cursor speedCustomizable cursor speed
Select between 1,600, 1,200, and 800 dpi to adjust your cursor control and tracking speed.

Quick and easy chargeQuick and easy charge
Indicator light alerts you when battery is low. Recharge quickly with micro-USB cable while you work.
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CompatibilityCompatibility Available USB port

Product dimensionsProduct dimensions 10.4 x 6.34 x 3.58 cm

WeightWeight 0.1 kg; Packed: 0.25 kg

WarrantyWarranty Peace-of-mind coverage: Rest easy with an HP standard two-year limited warranty.

What's in the boxWhat's in the box Mouse; Dongle; Micro-USB cable; Quick Start Guide; Warranty card; Product notice

Country of originCountry of origin China

Product numberProduct number 5VD59AA

Ordering infoOrdering info 193424687954

Compatible operating systemsCompatible operating systems With USB connection: Windows 7 or newer, Mac OS x 10.10 or newer; With Bluetooth® connection: Windows 8 or newer, Mac OS x 10.10 or newer
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